CAPTURE EVERY ENCOUNTER
ENHANCE SAFETY, TRANSPARENCY AND COMMUNITY TRUST
Police officers go above and beyond the call of duty. They need equipment that does
the same. Built specifically for law enforcement, the V300 continuous-operation
body-worn camera is ready to go when you are with its detachable battery, 128GB
of storage space, wireless uploading and Record-after-the-Fact® technology.

Integrated with the technology you use day in and day out to enhance your focus,
and combined with powerful device and evidence management software, the V300
body-worn video solution enables you to capture every encounter.

KEEP GOING.
YOUR CAMERA WILL TOO.
In a world full of cellphones and connected video devices, sometimes
the only reliable witness to an incident is one you carry with you each
day. Make sure it’s always ready. The V300 continuous operation bodyworn camera remains operational well beyond a 12-hour shift, capturing
crystal clear video and audio of every encounter from the perspective
that matters most.
DETACHABLE BATTERY
Easily change the V300’s rechargeable battery
while on the go. Keep an extra battery at the ready
for unexpectedly long shifts, extra shifts or parttime jobs where a body-worn camera is required.

NATURAL FIELD OF VIEW
Eliminate the fisheye effect from wideangle lenses that warps video footage. Our
distortion-correction technology provides clear
and complete video evidence.

BUILT-IN DISPLAY
A clear LCD display on the top of the camera
allows easy viewing of device status.

ABSOLUTE ENCRYPTION
Elevate your data security with encryption at
rest and in transit. The V300 guards your data
and your reputation.

RUGGED & DURABLE
Tested ruthlessly to survive in a public safety
environment, the V300 is shockproof, and
waterproof to IP67.

RECORD-AFTER-THE-FACT
Go back in time and capture video from
events days after they happened, even when
a recording wasn’t automatically triggered or
initiated by the officer.

AUTOMATIC WIRELESS UPLOADING
Send critical video back to headquarters while
still in the field. When docked in the car, the
V300 body camera uploads to cloud-based or
on-premise evidence management systems
via wireless networks like LTE and FirstNet,
anytime, anywhere.

EXPERIENCE REAL-TIME COLLABORATION
BETWEEN DEVICES
Seamlessly integrate footage captured on V300 body-worn cameras with your M500 system in the field, to gather
indisputable evidence of any incident. Protect officers from the moment they leave the vehicle with a body-worn
camera designed for shift-long wear, immediate response and in-field offload.

RADIO INTEGRATION

Reduce the officer’s workload in stressful moments. When paired with APX radios via Bluetooth®, the
V300 will automatically start a recording when the radio enters emergency mode, either from an officer
pressing the emergency button on the radio, or from a radio-initiated “man down” event.

M500 IN-CAR VIDEO SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Seamlessly integrate footage captured on V300 body-worn cameras with your M500 system in the field, to
gather indisputable evidence of any incident. Protect officers from the moment they leave the vehicle with
a body-worn camera designed for shift-long wear, immediate response and in-field offload.

VEHICLE INTEGRATION

Even if you don’t have a M500, you can integrate the V300 with your vehicle to trigger a recording
automatically, for example when a door is opened, a speed is exceeded, or the lights and siren are
activated.

SMARTPHONE INTEGRATION

Complete your desk jobs while you’re still out on patrol. The SmartControl companion app enhances
your V300 body camera with a powerful toolset. Using your Android™ smartphone, you can review and
tag videos, change camera settings, and view live video. Stay efficient with SmartControl.

VIDEOMANAGER
DEVICE & VIDEO
MANAGEMENT MADE EASY
Managing a body-worn video program doesn’t
have to be hard. VideoManager provides
the flexibility you need to easily administer
cameras and efficiently store, prepare and
share recorded footage — no matter the size
of your deployment or how sophisticated you
want, or need, your program to be.

KEY FEATURES
CUSTOMIZE CAMERA BEHAVIOR
Tailor your devices to your organization —
so when they’re needed to capture vital
evidence, it’s even easier for your team to
use them in critical moments.
SECURELY PROCESS MOBILE VIDEO
Designed to maintain a video’s chain of
custody from the moment it enters the
system, VideoManager natively stores and
encrypts the media created by your V300
body-worn cameras.
INTERFACE & INTEGRATE
Get the most from your cameras. On
VideoManager, you can create recording
groups with our M500 in-car video system
for simultaneous recording and playback.
MONITOR & UPGRADE
Keep things running with minimal
intervention. Every aspect of a camera’s
workflow — from assigning it to a user, to
upgrading its firmware — can be completed
easily on VideoManager.

COMMANDCENTRAL
EVIDENCE
MANAGE YOUR EVIDENCE FOR ACTIVE CASES
Managing the influx of video, images, audio and other content from a variety of different systems can cause a lot of
strain for your team. But now, more than ever, this content is vital to accomplishing the right criminal justice outcomes.
CommandCentral Evidence is a unified evidence management solution that enables you to aggregate and intelligently
organize all of your agency’s digital content in one place. As part of CommandCentral, the industry’s most integrated
end-to-end public safety software suite, CommandCentral Evidence is powered by our Platform that unifies voice,
video, data and analytics – ensuring information moves faster and operations are more effective.

KEY FEATURES
CASE CORRELATION
Intelligent correlation to computer-aided
dispatch (CAD) and records management
system (RMS) data facilitates faster review
of case evidence, alleviating the burden of
manually compiling evidence.

SYNCHRONIZED PLAYBACK
Automatically link video and audio captured by
the integrated in-car and body camera system
on scene, and then synchronize playback so
recorded video and audio from multiple devices
can be seen and heard simultaneously.

UNIFIED SEARCH
Centralizing agency data makes it easier to find
the information you need with a Google-like,
free text search. You can even save frequent
searches so they dynamically update with any
new content.

NATIVE REDACTION
Automated, intuitive redaction, available
directly within CommandCentral, helps quickly
protect personally identifiable information,
without having to leave the application.

FRAME-BY-FRAME ANALYSIS
Step through video evidence frame-by-frame
with granular playback control. You can
control the speed of the video, step forward or
backward one frame, and preview thumbnails
along the video player bar to easily locate the
exact video frame you need.

VIDEO TRANSCRIPTION
Easily find the information, object, vehicle or
person you are looking for with automated video
transcription. The video is viewable alongside
the transcription, and clicking on sections of the
transcript will take you to the corresponding
section of the video. The transcript is searchable,
and can be downloaded for court use, saving
valuable time.

CASE SHARING
Quickly and securely share case content
with the community, other agencies and
prosecutors, as well as within your own
agency. Share select media or the entire case
with a case specific link via email. Download
content and audit logs to make use of the
systems you already have in place. Or make
use of our dedicated prosecutor experience, so
judicial partners can access all content shared
with them – even from multiple agencies –
from one, secure location.

BODY CAMERA USAGE INSIGHTS
Dive deeper into your body camera program
with CommandCentral Reporting’s built-in
reports and dashboards. These reports provide
insight into body camera usage and adoption,
such as average video length and volume,
policy compliance, officer behavioral changes
and storage consumption to help estimate
future storage needs.

GET THE MOST
OUT OF YOUR
SOLUTION
SERVICES THAT KEEP YOUR
SYSTEM WORKING SO YOU
CAN KEEP MOVING
INSTALLATION SERVICES
Ensure peak system performance with our
site and remote installations services, such as
project management, installation, configuration,
inspection and testing.
TRAINING & SUPPORT
Maximize operational efficiency with on-site
and online training of officers and system
administrators. When you need technical support,
our certified engineers use the right escalation
procedures to bring you a prompt resolution.
HARDWARE WARRANTY
Maintain efficiency and reliability with a one,
three or five-year hardware warranty plan with the
option to add “no-fault” coverage at a premium.
CAMERA FIRMWARE UPDATES
We are committed to the continual testing and
improvement of our firmware. As new revisions
become available, these updates will be made
available to your agency; fees may apply
depending on your licensing agreement.
SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT & MAINTENANCE

With VideoManager software in the cloud, enjoy
automatic updates that push new features to you
hassle-free. We also offer support for updates to
on-prem software deployments.

CAMERA ACCESSORIES FOR A SOLUTION THAT WORKS THE WAY YOU DO

WGA00640

USB DOCKING BASE
Officers working remotely can easily offload
video footage from their camera by plugging
the USB docking base into their computer.
Upload requires the V300 USB Service for
Windows PC, which can be downloaded from
the USB dock webpage.

WGP02798

WGA00635

WIFI CAMERA DOCKING BASE
Mounted in your patrol vehicle, this dock
contains a WiFi access point to connect
body-worn cameras and M500 in-car
cameras in a group recording network.
Placing a camera into the dock will also
upload content through the car’s network.

WGP02836

MAGNETIC CAMERA MOUNT
Your camera needs to be stable and securely
mounted to be effective. This mount uses
powerful magnets and quick-release levers to
grip your uniform tightly.

MOLLE CAMERA MOUNT
This mount uses 2 adjacent loops across
2 rows of MOLLE webbing to hold your
body-worn camera absolutely securely to
your uniform.

HEAVY JACKET MAGNETIC MOUNT
Magnetic mount that can be attached to
heavier clothing. The Heavy Jacket Magnetic
Mount has stronger magnets and more space
between them to fit over a jacket or coat
zipper area.

HEAVY JACKET CLIP
The Heavy Jacket Clip is rotatable with a
wide clip bite and strong clip spring so that
it can attach securely to a heavy jacket
pocket or zipper area.

WGA00650

ETHERNET TRANSFER STATION
A high-capacity charging and offload
solution, this dock allows eight cameras
and batteries to be charged simultaneously,
with a fast ethernet connection for rapid
uploading of content. Multiple transfer
stations can be interconnected.

WGP02614

SPARE CAMERA BATTERY
Extra shift? Overtime? No problem. Your
body-worn camera has a detachable battery
that can be changed in the field, giving virtually
unlimited run-time. Take a spare battery
wherever you go, so you’re always ready for
the unexpected.

Your officers need flexible solutions that can operate the way they do. The V300 continuous operation body-worn camera delivers ruggedness, endurance, and
real-time integration with critical law enforcement technologies. Combined with streamlined device and evidence management software, it delivers clear video
evidence to enhance safety, transparency and community trust. The V300 body-worn video solution is ready to go above and beyond the call of duty.

Learn more at www.motorolasolutions.com/v300
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